
Week 1: happy Week 2: love Week 3: friend Week 4: excite Week 5: use

happiest lovely friendly excitable usable 

unhappy lovelier unfriendly excitingly user 

happier loveliest friendliness excitedly useful 

happiness befriend unexcited misuse 

happily friendship excitement using 

east 

express

yourself rise suppose 

afraid 

yard 

control statement woman 

single 

mouth 

practice stick coast 

touch 

equal 

report party bank 

information

decimal 

straight seeds period

Week 6: believe Week 7: view Week 8:  agree Week 9: decide Week 10: care

believable review agreement decision carefully 

believer preview disagreement decisive careful 

unbelievably viewer disagreeing indecisive careless 

belief viewpoint agreed decided caring 

disbelief viewfinder agreeable decidedly cared 

wire whose score ring history 

choose received fell serve cost 

clean garden team child maybe 

visit please captain desert business 

bit strange direct increase separate 
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Week 11:  like Week 12:  act Week 13:  fill Week 14: change Week 15:  form

likable acts filled changeable formulaic 

unlike action fulfilling changed conforms 

disliked acting refillable exchanging formula 

liking react filling interchangeable formulated 

liked reaction refilled changing formation 

break students corner experience won’t 

uncle human electric sand cook 

hunting determine insects doctor doesn’t 

flow feeling crops provide sugar 

lady supply tone thus board

Week 16: appear Week 17: decor Week 18: fix Week 19: fort Week 20:  long

appearance decorate fixation fortress longevity 

disappearing decorations fixture fortification longitude 

disappear decorated fixative fortify oblong 

reappear decorum fixed elongates 

appeared undecorated transfixed prolonging 

modern addition silent poem expect 

compound belong trade enjoy flat 

mine safe rather elements seven 

wasn’t soldiers compare indicate interesting 

fit guess crowd except sense
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Week 21: quest Week 22: sect Week 23: play Week 24: cover Week 25: real

questionable intersection played discover unreal 

request bisect player undiscovered really 

conquest insect playground rediscover realistic 

inquest section playful covering realize 

questionnaires dissect playing uncover reality 

string movement blood loud entered 

blow pole lie consider fruit 

famous branches spot suggested tied 

value exciting bell thin rich 

wings thick forward smell dollars

Week 26: 
judge

Week 27:
 science

Week 28: 
achieve

Week 29: 
abolish

Week 30: 
specific

judgmental scientific achievements abolishing specifications 

judgment unscientific achievable abolishment nonspecific 

misjudged scientist achieved abolition specifically 

judging scientifically underachiever abolitionists specify 

judged planets overachieve abolitionary specificity 

send rhythm observe allow particular 

sight eight tube process swim 

chief major necessary army terms 

Japanese weight located current 

stream meat property park 
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Week 31:
 influence

Week 32:
 familiar

Week 33:

 establish

Week 34:

 persuade

Week 35:
 exhaust

influencer familiarize establishers persuading inexhaustible 

influentially unfamiliar establishment persuasive exhaustive 

influences familiarity establishable persuader exhaustion 

influential overfamiliar unestablishable persuasion exhaustible 

influenced familiarly reestablish unpersuaded exhaustibility 

sell wife radio settled fair 

shoulder spread we’ll yellow printed 

industry cattle action isn’t wouldn’t 

wash sharp capital southern ahead 

block company factories truck chance 

Week 36: 

convince

Week 37: 

identify

Week 38: 

hesitate

Week 39: 

tolerate

Week 40: 

evidence

convinced identified hesitant tolerant evidently 

unconvinced unidentifiable hesitation intolerable evidence 

inconvincible identifying hesitantly tolerable evidential 

convincer identification hesitating intolerant evidenced 

born identity hesitated tolerance counterevidence

level repeated plural chart evening 

division column various arrived 

molecules western agreed pretty especially 

France sister opposite fresh shoes 

oxygen wrong solution actually
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